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SOCIOLGICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSPIRATIONS TO RESEARCH INTO THE IDENTITY OF EARLY MEDIEVAL EUROPEAN SOCIETIES. AROUND THE WORKS OF WALTER POHL

The period of the decline of the Roman Empire, and especially its downfall, the intensive migration movements (usually called the Migration Period) outside and within the limes, as well as the rise of “barbarian kingdoms” in the western part of the Roman world, were events that left their strong mark on the historical memory of our Continent, and have frequently been described in various ways by historiography. What significantly bore upon the interpretation of these phenomena, and the meaning they were endowed with, was the concept of “the Middle Ages”. The above-mentioned events became thus a turning-point between two epochs, and their assessment changed in accordance with the attitude of individual authors, milieux or even societies to “Antiquity” and “the Middle Ages”. However in recent decades, and especially since the 1980s, a serious reevaluation can be observed, at least in historical studies, in the approach to these problems. The period in question is no longer characterized as an opposition between ancient civilization — barbarians, or the invaded — the invaders. “Barbarian tribes”, together with their chiefs and kings, are now perceived rather as an element, or even, to a certain extent, a product of the Roman world¹.

It is not my aim to discuss the changes in historiography in all their aspects. I would only like to focus on the new approach to the problem of ethnicity and to the concomitant question of the identity of the “barbarian” migrant communities that settled within the Roman Empire and built their kingdoms there. This approach has been inspired by the studies of contemporary researchers in other branches of the humanities, especially cultural anthropology and sociology, who have recently grown much more interested in ethnic problems. I will present this approach on the basis of the works of Walter Pohl, the Austrian medievalist, director of the Institut für Mittelalterforschung of the Austrian Academy of Sciences and lecturer at the University of Vienna. I consider his research to be especially representative of the trend in research I am interested in. Pohl represents the traditions of two milieux. On the one hand, as a pupil of Herwig Wolfram he continues the studies of the Germanic tribes developed by German and Austrian medievalists after World War II. On the other, as an unusually active researcher who publishes not only in his native German but also, and even more often, in English and Italian, he played one of the principal roles in “The Transformation of the Roman World” (1993–1998, henceforward TRW) project that brought together about 150 researchers of late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. The project, financed by the European Science Foundation, produced a number of studies; since 1997, 13 volumes have appeared devoted to various aspects of this period, including ethnic issues.

I will concentrate on a selection of the works of Pohl, published in recent years. Some of these are theoretical, while some present the results of research on specific issues (although this is not a very precise division). This is also the order in which I will discuss the problem under consideration: I will first characterize Pohl’s stance toward the categories of ethnicity and collective identity, the theoretical assumptions which he makes in order to study the groupings of early medieval Europe. Then I will show how the changes in the approach to these problems influence the general picture of that period as well as what conclusions Pohl draws from the sociological and anthropological reflections upon ethnicity and how he applies them to the practice of historical research. As I have said, I treat Walter Pohl’s works as representative of a definite tendency in research into these problems,
hence I will sometimes confront them with the studies of other researchers.

It should be pointed out from the beginning that Pohl constructs his paradigm of ethnicity in opposition to those researchers who treated tribes/peoples as given, that is biologically and culturally quite homogeneous, almost unchanging groups. Side by side with this traditional approach, long dominating among the representatives of various branches of the humanities, there also appeared other proposals of approach to ethnic matters. Pohl gives the credit for initiating the discussion of ethnicity to Reinhard Wenskus. The latter, in his work _Stammesbildung und Verfassung_, published in 1961, showed that late Antique and early medieval tribes were linked not by their common origins, but only by a belief they were common, and consequently he undermined the significance of such criteria of ethnic ascription as language, culture, law, and attributed decisive importance to the sense of belonging to a given collectivity shared by the members of a given group. Reinhard Wenskus' proposal did not, of course, emerge ex nihilo, in his theoretical assumptions he referred to the works of ethnologist Wilhelm Mühlmann, and hence to Serge M. Shirokogoroff. On his part, Pohl observed that similar reflections upon ethnicity appeared earlier on. He points to Ernest Renan who in 1882 in his famous lecture _Qu’est-ce qu’une nation?_ considered consensus and the common wish of the members as principal factors that constitute a nation and to Max Weber who defined an ethnic group as one marked by "a subjective belief in their common origin".

Pohl says that research into the ethnic relations in early medieval Europe had for a long time developed in the direction

---


proposed by Reinhard Wenskus almost exclusively in German-speaking centres, and was taken up in other countries with much delay. Thus Pohl, educated in the Viennese milieu, has been from the very beginning sensitive to these issues. While arguing with the particular theses of Wenskus\(^4\) he accepts the latter’s position as a point of departure and treats ethnic groups not as unchangeable, biological or ontological entities, but as historical formations\(^5\). We must remember that this “burden” doubtless influences his reading of ethnological and sociological works, and makes him accept some intuitions and reject others. At any rate, he himself formulates a clear criterion of his approach to them: since the search for a definition and criteria of the ethnic or national inclusion is of little use and it is better to define individual groups separately, hence from the point of view of this method the only valuable theoretical instruments are such sociological and ethnological models which allow treating group formations as cultural constructions specific to individual societies\(^6\).

Pohl is acquainted with the latest sociological and anthropological studies and refers the reader to them, but his main point of reference is Fredrik Barth’s study published in 1969 and devoted to the identity of the Pathans (Afghans), which he considers as pioneering for the perspective that he adopts\(^7\). Barth

\(^4\) W. Pohl criticizes the concept of the “core of tradition” (Traditionskern) — a narrow elite that preserved tribal traditions over the ages and attracted groups of various origin which created one gens (see e.g. W. Pohl, Le origini etniche dell’Europa, pp. 6–9). Nevertheless, Pohl happens to be treated as the third, besides R. Wenskus and H. Wolfram, main adherent of this model of ethnogenesis, see A. C. Murray, Reinhard Wenskus on ‘Ethnogenesis’ (as well as the texts by A. Gillet, W. Goffart and M. Kulikowski, in the same volume On Barbarian Identity) and Pohl’s response, Ethnicity, Theory and Tradition: A Response, in: ibidem, pp. 224 ff. and 231 ff. On this subject also see below.


has shown that ethnic identities are cultural constructions which are not given once for all, but must be constantly brought up to date, while ethnic differences are not inborn, but are the effects of some experience. This is how Pohl briefly characterizes Barth’s position⁸, but it is worthwhile devoting a few more words to the work of Barth. In fact we are faced with two of his texts, included in the volume that he edited. His Introduction (pp. 9–38) presents the theoretical assumptions common to the authors of the essays included in the book. Barth criticizes the traditional manner of defining ethnic groups, because it imposes constant criteria which give the impression that variety is simply the result of biological and cultural differences, social separation and language barriers. Instead, he proposes to look for “socially effective” criteria, that is such features which are considered significant by the persons “concerned”. In Pathan Identity and its Maintenance (pp. 117–134) he describes the case of the Pathans. Barth emphasizes that differences in the way of life of individual Pathan communities that strike the researcher “do not provide criteria for differentiating persons in terms of ethnic identity” (p. 119). In the opinion of Pathans themselves, their identity springs from their common origins, the Islamic faith and observance of Pathan custom (“He is a Pathan who does ‘Pashto’, not [merely] who speaks ‘Pashto’”, p. 119). Barth emphasizes the superior role of custom and describes it by three institutions: hospitality (the honourable use of material goods), councils (the honourable pursuit of public affairs), and privacy (the honourable organization of family life). There is no need to discuss these institutions here, it should, however, be stressed that they constitute the crucial component of the Pathans’ self–image, and at the same time they are values discerned by non–Pathans. However, the Pathan identity is not only the subject of imaginary, but also of practice. Consequently, in some circumstances — this phenomenon is discussed by Barth in relation to marginal areas of Pathan country — the observance of values that are fundamental to the Pathans, that is also to the maintenance of the Pathan identity, may turn out to be impossible or unfavourable to them. I was interested in developing the reference to Barth, since apart from the acceptance of his general conclusions by Pohl, the particular intuitions contained in the two texts under analysis can be

⁸W. Pohl, Le origini etniche dell’Europa, p. 15.
perceived in Pohl’s texts also when he does not refer directly to Barth.

Calling into question the absolute character of an ethnic group also leads to the relative treatment of the category of difference. Pohl refers here to the sociological reflections of Pierre Bourdieu where the relative approach plays the principal role (what actually exists in social world are relations: le réel est relationnel)\(^9\). Bourdieu emphasizes, among other things — and this remark is reiterated by Pohl — that difference becomes conspicuous, perceptible and significant only when there is somebody who can notice it\(^10\). Therefore what gains supreme importance is the problem of communication — both the members of a group and those who do not belong to it have to be convinced of the strategy of distinction, and hence also of the identity of the group\(^11\). Part of this strategy are texts to which Pohl ascribes the crucial role in constructing the identity of a community. The creation and maintenance of ethnic groups require the production of texts, since “long-term memory is not a natural process automatically shared by the members of a community”\(^12\). While referring to the changes in the approach to texts caused by the “linguistic turn” (among the theorists, to Hyden White), but distancing himself from too far-reaching consequences of such a position — Pohl emphasizes at the same time the “constructive” character of text\(^13\). I will return to this problem later, since it is of great importance to the methodology of history, and especially to the source criticism.

\(^10\) P. Bourdieu, op. cit., p. 24; W. Pohl, Telling the Difference: Signs of Ethnic Identity, in: Strategies of Distinction, p. 21. It is worth comparing this standpoint with the proposal of Florian Znaniecki of the beginning of the 1930s, to introduce the “human coefficient/factor” to the definition of an alien, that is to treat as aliens not those who seem to be such to the researcher-observer on the basis of their objective features, but those whom a given individual or group experiences as alien at a given moment; Studia nad antagonizmem do obcych (Studies in the Antagonism with the Aliens), “Przegląd Socjologiczny” vol. 1, 1931, p. 173.
\(^11\) W. Pohl, Le origini etniche dell’Europa, p. 35.
\(^12\) I d e m, Memory, Identity and Power in Lombard Italy, in: The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages, ed. Y. Hen, M. Innes, Cambridge 2000, p. 16; cf. i d e m, Telling the Difference, p. 21.
\(^13\) I d e m, Le origini etniche dell’Europa, p.16 ff.
Having presented the theoretical assumptions of Pohl, it is worthwhile returning to the new view of the late Antiquity and the beginning of the Middle Ages which was briefly characterized in the Introduction, in order to show what vision of this period is presented by Pohl. It can be said, that his picture is much more colourful than the one to which we had grown accustomed to. Pohl emphasizes the instability and complexity of ethnic boundaries, he describes “barbarian peoples” as much less homogeneous than they seemed to be. We must understand — he says — that large ethnic communities which the Romans called Franks, Goths, etc., were the means of cultural categorization of the people who might differ strongly from one another, but also differ very little. This classical (and at the same time biblical) manner of dividing mankind into *ethne/gentes* was, at any rate, adopted by the elites of the new kingdoms (and also by the successive generations of modern historians), since the ethnic discourse turned out to be useful in the construction and consolidation of the power of these elites in internally diversified barbarian states. Moreover, the Romans themselves took an active part in this process. A very eloquent example is that of Cassiodorus, the author of the Latin history of the Goths. In this sense Pohl agrees with the brilliant statement by Patrick Geary that barbarian kingdoms were perhaps the greatest and the most solid creation of the Roman political and military genius. Thus the early–medieval ethnicity served the separation

---

16 P. Geary states: “already from late antiquity it was impossible for the Goths, Burgundians, Franks, and other “peoples” who had become masters in the Western Roman Empire to understand themselves and their past apart from Roman categories of ethnography, politics and custom”, P. Geary, *Before France and Germany. The Creation and Transformation of the Merovingian World*, New York 1988, p. VI.
17 P. o h l, pointing to the biblical and classical origin of the ethnic discourse does not deny, however, that its framework encompassed also non–Roman traditions. (*Ethnicity, Theory, and Tradition*, pp. 233, 237).
and delineation of the boundaries of a group (group identity with its attendant definite social position was not to be accessible to everybody) and at the same time the integration and assimilation of frequently very different people (a total closing up of a group was not favourable to it, either). In communities which were so diversified the criteria of inclusion in a group could not be too strict. This relates also to such “criteria” as language, clothes, arms or appearance in general — the identities of the communities of that period were not systematically connected to a clear set of outward signs, the significant features varied and changed. The identity was based primarily on the myth of common origin, or, more generally, on a definite tradition, acknowledged as pertaining to the group, and practiced by it — but above all — handed down — recounted, and from a certain moment — also written down. Such a standpoint is close to ethno-symbolism as proposed by John Armstrong, and developed by Anthony D. Smith, according to whom what constitutes an ethnic community is a sense of continuity, shared memory and collective destiny, that is the ties of cultural affinity expressed in myths, memories, symbols and values.

Of so less importance as the new view of this era is the question how the new paradigm of ethnicity affects the practice

---


22 Among the Polish medievalists who have taken up a study of “tribal” traditions as instruments of the construction of collective identity there is Jacek Banaszkiewicz who is inspired mainly by the works of earlier German scholars, including R. Wenskus, and among the younger H. Wolfram; Jacek Banaszkiewicz, *Origo et religio — wersja słowiańska (O sposobach budowania tożsamości wspólnotowej w społecznościach wczesniejszego średniowiecza — "wzorówczego" pamiętki i opowieści o nich) (Origo et religio — the Slavonic Version [On the Ways of Construction of Collective Identities in Early Medieval Communities — the “Model–Creative” Mementoes and Stories about Them]),* “Res Historica” 1998, fasc. 3, pp. 37–62.

of historical research. The most general conclusion drawn by Pohl from the assumptions he accepted, also when he outlines the comprehensive picture of this period, is the need to be cautious and reluctant to look for a universal model. He proposes describing each case separately rather than simplifying at all cost what is complicated and explain what is ambiguous. He warns against overhasty reduction of complex relations between ethnic groups and ethnonyms and against identifying archeological cultures with ethnic groups.24

What seems uppermost, however, is the problem of the use of late Antique and early medieval texts. Historians had long treated the sources as a reflection of reality and mostly sought information about the past events there. The most important task they faced was to distinguish credible information from false one, and this purpose was served by the systematically developed principles of source criticism. Given such an approach, myths or hagiographical accounts of miracles were to be discarded by the researcher. In the past century, and especially in its second half, much had changed in this respect. On the one hand there appeared new interests, new questions were posed to the old sources, on the other the methodology of history (especially from the perspective of the “linguistic turn”) denied the existence of a direct connection between the sources and the reality they described, that is their value for the “reconstruction” of the past. Consequently, what became the main object of interest were texts, and not reality, and the sources ceased to be treated as a simple reflection of the past, but became the means of creation of new past for the present (‘constructing the past’ approach)25. As I have said, Pohl emphasizes that from the point of view of ethnic studies of principal importance is the constructive character of text, since it is mainly texts that construct the identity of a group.26 This does not mean that they do not relate to the past

26 The fact that Pohl ascribes such an important role to texts requires some additional comment. In my opinion this should not suggest that texts were in the communities of that era the only or the most important instruments of the manifestation and construction of collective identities (the same role might have been fulfilled by oral tradition, rituals, symbols and elements of material culture).
reality or that they become literary fiction. It is precisely because they played such an important social role that they could not be absolutely arbitrary: their production and distribution depended on the centres of power (secular or religious), they were addressed to a specific public, and, last but not least, they depended on the earlier “links” of tradition. This issue is aptly handled by Stefano Maria Cingolani who — taking up the discussion of the usefulness of medieval sources in researching the origins and migrations of the Lombards, in response to the difficulties encountered by anybody who would like to reconstruct these processes on the basis of those sources — says that the written traditions at our disposal rather met the necessities of the moment than were meant to tell the truth of the past. In a similar way although Walter Pohl gives attention to the non–Roman and pre–Christian traditions in the records of the origins or the mythical past of the Lombards or Goths, he treats these records as significant for the given community at the moment when they were written. However, he raises doubts as to the possibility of describing on this basis the history or identity of the earlier communities that bore the same name. Hence we have to pose the question “In what way did the texts construct identity and to what conclusions can this lead?”

Let’s confine ourselves to the example of the Lombards, recently taken up also by Pohl, who described the phenomenon we are interested in on the basis of the body of texts, mainly historiographical, written down in the Kingdom of the Lombards.

Pohl’s emphasis results, it seems, from the fact that among the range of instruments used at that time this is the only one “accessible” to the modern researcher. On the other hand, this approach also finds support in the studies which confirm the important role of the written word in the life of early medieval Europe, especially in the territory of the former Empire (see among others: A. Petrucci, C. Romeo, Scrittura e alfabetismo nella Salerno del IX secolo, “Scrittura e civiltà” 7 (1983), pp. 51–112; R. McKitterick, The Carolingians and the Written Word, Cambridge University Press 1995, 1st ed. 1989; as well as N. Everett, Literacy in Lombard Italy, c. 568–774, Cambridge University Press 2003).

27 W. Pohl, Memory, Identity and Power, pp. 23–27; id em, Le origini etniche dell’Europa, pp. 16–21.


29 W. Pohl, Ethnicity, Theory, and Tradition, pp. 228–230. One can say that in comparison to Wenskus and Wulfram, Pohl moved his subject of interest from the ethnogenesis of individual tribes in the territory of Barbaricum to studies of the identity of the new societies that arose in the territory of the Empire and started to produce their own texts.
and — after its downfall — in the southern principalities between the 7th and 10th centuries. On the one hand they explained the place of the Lombards’ origin, the etymology of their name, and the way they captured Italy, at the same time arguing that the tribe remained under divine protection beginning with the mythical moment of giving it a new name by Wodan until the historical era when the role of guardians was taken over by Archangel Michael and St. John the Baptist. On the other, explicate or implicite, they recommended for some kinds of behaviour, such as courage in battle, obedience to law, love of freedom, or veneration of the above-mentioned saints. All these — though not “reserved” for Lombards — were in the opinion of the authors to serve the maintenance of the group’s position.

The problem becomes more complicated if we take into consideration that various texts, both written at the same time and at different times, offer different explanations and different patterns. These differences may be minute, but sometimes they are so serious that we may speak of different projects of identity. Pohl treats the transmission of texts (that is their writing, copying and re-working) as a process where the memory of a given community is cultivated and transformed, while successive generations establish anew what they hold important and worthy of memorizing. The advantage of such an approach to the sources is that on the one hand it allows to better understand the text, and on the other to say something about the collectivity where and for which it arose.

30 W. Pohl, Memory, Identity and Power, p. 25 ff. In the characterization of those functions of the text in a given community, of great convenience seems to be the slightly extended category of “canon” in the sense used by Jan Assmann. In his understanding, a canonical text is the embodiment of formative and normative values of a community, that is it answers two basic questions: who are we? (myth), and what should we do? how should we act? (wisdom); J. Assmann, La memoria culturale. Scrittura, ricordo e identità politica nelle grandi civiltà antiche, Torino 1997 (1st ed. in German 1992) part I, chap. 2–3; see also J. Banaszkiewiecz, op. cit.

What are the consequences of adopting such a perspective? In the first place, the manuscript tradition of a given text gains a new dimension. So far — and such were the principles of editing sources, e.g. in *Monumenta Germaniae Historica* — if the autograph had not survived, efforts were made to establish on the basis of surviving manuscripts a version that would be the closest to the original, that would also be the closest to the presented facts. As a result, the edited text was frequently a hypothetical reconstruction composed of the editing of various manuscripts. At present, more and more frequently, all manuscripts are treated as autonomous “realizations” of the text. For it is only thus that we can assess with any precision the degree of interest given to the text; the differences between various versions might result from various needs of the communities where the copy was prepared. We should also analyse individual records in the context of the codices in which they were written, since these were frequently collections prepared with a definite purpose\textsuperscript{32}. From this perspective, Pohl analysed the three southern–Italian codices (written between the 10th and 13th/14th centuries); all of them, in his opinion, were connected with the abbey of Monte Cassino or monasteries that were dependent upon it. Treating their contents and composition as by no means accidental, he tried to show what were the needs, concerns and interests of the Benedictine community, operating in the milieu which was full of political antagonisms, but at the same time how this community perceived itself\textsuperscript{33}.

Another consequence is that we attach more value to later records and that our research has gained a much wider perspective. So far, a researcher studying the history of the Lombards has valued the most the earliest records, written in the period of their independent state. The sources that arose in Italy under the Carolingian rule, and even more so the later ones, were treated as useless. It is characteristic that a few short *Lombard histories*


written in the 12th–14th centuries were published by the 19th century editor under the common name Historiae Langobardorum fabulosae. Actually, what is worthy of attention is how the Lombard traditions or Lombard texts functioned a few centuries after the downfall of their kingdom. This is the argument of Pohl, who has shown the various uses made of Paul the Deacon’s History of the Lombards written towards the end of the 8th century. In the 9th–10th centuries it was the model and point of departure for writing its continuation by the Lombard authors from the principalities of southern Italy that had not been conquered by the Carolingians; in the 12th–13th centuries it was used by the communes of Lombardy for constructing their identity in their conflict with emperors; and outside Italy it served as a manual of universal history. Pohl emphasizes the open character of the text of this chronicle, which did not propose a strictly defined Lombard identity (it rather conveyed various minor “texts of identity”), and hence at various times and by various communities it could be “used” for various purposes. This also explains the extent of its dissemination (about a hundred manuscripts survive to this day).

Finally, after presenting both the theoretical assumptions of Walter Pohl, and their practical significance for a historian, we have to relate his position not so much to concrete authors as — more broadly — to various approaches to the issue of ethnicity in the social sciences. Currently, the debate is developing principally at two levels. On the one hand there is a discussion about the “birth date” of the phenomenon of a nation. Modernists, who oppose the view about the natural and almost timeless existence

---

35 W. Pohl, Paolo Diacono, passim.
of nations, characteristic of nationalist ideologies, maintain that the rise of nations and nationalisms was possible only after the French and the Industrial Revolutions, and go even so far as to say that it was an answer to the needs of societies at the stage of modernization. However, many researchers are inclined to place the beginnings of nations in the much more remote past, in the Middle Ages, and even in Antiquity (the adherents of this view are defined as “perennialists”). At a more general level, the debate concerns two different paradigms of ethnicity: the primordialist and instrumentalist one. If we treat ethnic ties as primordial (the term primordial was introduced by Edward Shils, and extended by Clifford Geertz) then everybody is born into some ethnic features (such as ethnonym, language, religion, norms of behaviour) and remains bound up with them for ever. The ethnic ties are considered as basic and most resistant to change, and at the same time strongly emotional, while the group — handing down its values from generation to generation — remains stable and unchanged. On the other hand, the ethnic ties can be treated as the object of an individual’s choice, an instrument realising definite purposes and interests, both individual and collective ones. Thus ethnic ties are not inherited, but chosen, acquired, constructed, in some situations they gain crucial significance, but in others they recede into the background, and the group, in such an approach, becomes dynamic, changeable, historical. The second approach does not completely rule out the first — the ethnic ties cannot be chosen at will, we have to reckon with the necessity of acceptance on the part of others (in other words, to “convince” them of our identity). Ethnic ascription — even if chosen, imagined — is not subjective in the sense that it is not usually perceives as such by the actors themselves. Hence, Wojciech J. Burszta is right in observing that both approaches may be treated as complementary37. Nor do all the modernists take an instrumentalist view, or all the adherents of the nation’s perenniality are primordialists. Although both controversies (modernism vs “perennialism” and primordialism vs instrumentalism) can be regarded as akin, we come across various combinations of these standpoints38.

37 W. J. Burszta, op. cit., p. 139.
38 See A. D. Smith, Nationalism and Modernism, p. 159.
Walter Pohl is aware of this controversy and refers to it at both levels described above\textsuperscript{39}. One may say that ultimately he takes the position between two extremes. He accepts the constructivist approach: he speaks openly of identity as a “situational construct” — the anthropological category introduced to the studies of the early Middle Ages by P. G e a r y\textsuperscript{40}. Ethnicity, according to him, is not a “primordial category”, but a “negotiated system of social classification”\textsuperscript{41}. This does not mean, however, that he denies the existence of strong collective identities before the rise of modern nations, or that, identity is completely a matter of choice — identity requires recognition, consent, it also makes use of real phenomena (e.g. the language), although it may endow them with various significance. Attention should also be drawn here to the character of Pohl’s references to anthropological or sociological works. He does not claim to take part in debate, but only reads, evaluates and takes up the thoughts, intuitions and conclusions which he regards as useful for his own studies.

The selected works of Walter Pohl have served me to show how the paradigm of ethnicity has changed in the studies of late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages (however, I certainly do not exhaust either the issue of Pohl’s achievements as a researcher or various ways of describing ethnic relations and collective identities in current historiography dealing with that era). To sum up, it is worth asking why it was precisely in the second half of the 20th century, and, on a larger scale, in the last score of years, that not only in the social sciences, but also in the medieval studies, the biological conception of a people, ethnos, has been called into question in favour of a historical, that is dynamic and changeable concept. This is probably connected with the new proposals, emerging in the discussion of the future of history in general, which suggest that instead of continuity and linear purposeful development, historical studies should indicate the moments of discontinuity and breach, that they should treat identities and interpretations historically\textsuperscript{42}. In the case of medie-

\textsuperscript{39} W. P o h l, Conception of Ethnicity, p. 40; i d e m, Le origini etniche dell’Europa, p. 13 ff.
\textsuperscript{40} P. G e a r y, Ethnic identity as a situational construct; see e.g. W. P o h l, Social Language, p. 131.
\textsuperscript{41} W. P o h l, Telling the Difference, p. 21.
val studies these proposals gain special significance in face of the fact that the political and nationalist discourse continues to seek the roots of modern national identities precisely in the Middle Ages; history is continually used for justifying modern ethnic claims and divisions, as if there was continuity between that past and the present day. In this sense, the new vision of that period is aimed against the European nationalisms and the still widespread current ideas of nations that correspond with them. On the other hand — and this aspect is emphasized by Paolo De logu, another participant of TRW — this vision, and especially the annulment of the earlier opposition between the ancient and Germanic (or, more broadly, barbarian) civilizations, suits the problems of the developed modern Western societies, which become multi-ethnical and look for hope in overcoming civilization divisions. Although also today’s historiography is conditioned historically and ideologically, the reevaluations in the studies of ethnicity in early–medieval Europe have produced many interpretations with a firm basis in the sources; among them are those contained in the works by Walter Pohl.

(Translated by Agnieszka Kreczmar)
